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1. Determinants and Characteristic Polynomial

(a) Compute the determinant of the 3×3 matrix

A =

 2 −1 −1
0 2 0
−1 0 2

 (1)

(b) Find the characteristic polynomial and eigenvalues of A. Ret

(c) Once you have found the eigenvalues of A, find the corresponding eigenvectors, ~vi, and demonstrate
that they are eigenvectors by computing A~vi.

2. Return to Proofs

(a) Prove the determinant of a matrix is the product of its eigenvalues.

det(A) =
n

∏
i=1

λi

i. Write~x = ∑
n
i=1 αi~vi in vector notation, where αi ∈ R and~vi represents an eigenvector.

ii. Write A~x = ∑
n
i=1 αiλi~vi in vector notation.

iii. Use the properties below to put the pieces together! What is the determinant of a diagonal matrix?

(b) If a matrix has an eigenvalue of 0, λi = 0, the above property implies it has a determinant of 0. What
does this tell you about the matrix?

(c) (Bonus) Prove Cramer’s Rule, that is prove that for a system A~x =~b the solution is:

xi =
det(Ai)

det(A)

where Ai is the matrix formed by replacing the ith column of A with~b.

3. Geometry of Determinants Interpret the following properties of determinants geometrically.

(a) det(AB) = det(A)det(B).

(b) For invertible matrices A: det
(
A−1

)
= 1

det(A) .

(c) Let A be the (3×3) matrix:

A =

[ ]
α 0 0
0

B
0

For some (2×2) matrix B, and α ∈ R. Then: det(A) = α det(B).
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4. Number of Eigenvalues Show, without using determinants, that an (n× n) matrix A can have at most n
distinct eigenvalues.

(Hint: What must be true about the eigenspaces corresponding to different eigenvalues?)
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